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ABSTRACT 
 
The landfill in Vrakuna  The landfill of chemical waste of Juraj Dimitrov Company (CHZJD) is one of the old 
environmental loads in the capital of Slovakia - Bratislava, which has not yet been given sufficient attention in 
relation to its possible significant impact on the surrounding environment. The landfill has a crescent shape and 
its surface is about 46 500 m2. It is estimated that the volume of waste is about 90 000 m3. Approximately 65% 
of the area of the landfill is owned by the Bratislava city and the rest of the territory was sold off to private 
owners.  The fact that 35% of landfill is owned by private persons and companies will lead to potential problems 
in the process of potential future redevelopment. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.Location of landfill (red point on the left) in the Bratislava region and the detail location (red area on the right) in the 

 
 

no. 1059 / 405-66 dated 14.7.1966. Storage of waste began in 1966. Waste was traceable in layers until the 1979. 
In 1980, the entire landfill was covered with an inert material with thickness of about 2-6 meters. Before running 

rence between waste and ground water level in the area of 

water since 1996. So it 
means 30 years of active moving of contaminants to the soil, ground water and to the environment. 
 
Because of the potential risk to the environment and the people living in this area has been the burden placed at 
the list of priority loads specified for a detailed investigation of the environment, which is part of the Ministry's 
geological work titled "Investigation of contaminated sites in selected locations of the Slovak Republic" parts 
"An investigation of the environmental burden - landfill CHZJD ". 
At the site is still phase of the survey actual. In connection with occurrence of drilling techniques at a landfill and 
collection of water samples from nearby boreholes and wells by samplers from geological company there occurs 
an increase of activity and interest of local citizens. Over 30  years it became a place for hauling garbage, 
instead of living for several people without home and seemingly "green" nature corner stretching between the 
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two city blocks. After 30 years of silence there are realising an active exploratory works which can help to the 
good solving of this area.  
The site has already taken place with geophysical measurements to map out the course and limit the landfill, and 
the place adjacent depressions, which in the past served to store various kinds of waste. At the landfill was built 
9 monitoring wells ranging up to Neogene clayey subsoil. Of the wells were collected groundwater sample for 
evidence of the alleged wide range of pollutants of environmentally hazardous. In total, about 500 samples were 
analysed for heavy metals, volatile compounds, oils, pesticides and herbicides, and many other substances that 
could explain the current conditions of the potential environmental risk (Chovanec, 2014). 
 
In the past took place at the site several engineering-geological, hydrogeological and geological surveys 
environment. The aim of this work was not conceptual mapping of landfill and the environment, but in the most 
cases this was only a partial implementation of surveys for other purposes. The pollution recognized in the past 
was manifested by increasing of concentrations mainly sulphates, chlorides, total petroleum hydrocarbons, and 
from organic spectrum were the highest - cyclohexane 
1982, 1983, 2000, Vlasko et al. 2000, etc.). 
 

laboratory analytical works. During the field works and mapping of the site and the surrounding area has been 
found that some residents and gardeners are still using the water from their own wells for irrigation and the 
growing of fruit and vegetables. The using of groundwater for drinking and irrigation in this area was prohibited 
before several years.   
 
The results from actual investigation works will brings a lot of answers to actual question about this landfill and 
also a new materials and documents for local government which can realise next steps to process of 
redevelopment. 
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